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Key Technologies
(and principles)
Single-page app UI (Ember)
- Download html + js once
- UI is entirely on client side via javascript
- Reads/writes data (business objects) via some sort of http CRUD API
Fedora

- Provides a suitable REST API out of the box: LDP (Linked Data Platform)
  - Simple adapter for Ember
  - Linked data (JSON-LD)
  - Binaries
- Message queue for async services, e.g. Deposit, Notification (e-mail)
- WebAC authorization via ACLs
- Protected by Shibboleth
Shibboleth

• Browser needs to be “logged in” to your institution’s Identity provider
• PASS at JHU is part of InCommon federation
  • Only requests from participating institutions ever make it to Fedora
• Shibboleth attributes form the basis of authorization decisions
Authorization

What Shibboleth does:
• Enforce login & release attributes (e.g. domain [johnshopkins.edu], name, e-mail, etc)

What PASS does (according to policy)
• Translate shibboleth attributes to roles
  • http://oa-pass.org/ns/roles/johnshopkins.edu#submitter
• Create ACLs to protect PASS resources based on role
  • “only submitters from johnshopkins.edu can create a submission in /fcrepo/rest/submissions”
  • “only the grant loader application can create or write to /fcrepo/rest/grants”
  • “only this specific user can edit /fcrepo/rest/submissions/abc123”

What Fedora does:
• Enforces read/write/append based on ACLs
Technology End Result

• Design, implementation, and release to production in five (intense!) months
  • After a quick proof-of-concept mock up up for demonstration

• Leverage strengths of key technologies
  • Ember: Rapid UI development
    • Enlisted help of outside consultants from 221B
  • Shibboleth: trusted for security, ubiquitous among universities
  • Fedora: REST API, Authorization, Binary storage, async messaging out of the box
  • Docker: test locally, deploy as stateless containers in AWS for production

• Poised to take on multi-institution and/or hosted use cases beyond JHU
Further Information and Road Map

• [http://pass.jhu.edu/](http://pass.jhu.edu/)

• Pilot effort at Harvard and user testing at MIT
• Integration with additional funding agencies beyond those using PMC
• Data archive
• Unpaywall API integration for identifying articles
• Interoperability with faculty profile systems
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